Kwc faucet parts diagram

Elemental joy for architectural devotees: the refined round and square designs ensure that the
award-winning faucets integrate seamlessly into their surroundings, the puristic design
vocabulary complemented by the stainless-steel materials. This creates a harmonious
counterpoint between the sleek silhouette and its practical nature, its matte finish gently
reflecting the tones of its surroundings. Even front window solutions and soap dispensers can
be included. The 15 winners were awarded on February 15, at the Intergastra trade fair in
Stuttgart. How can tangible values such as longevity, precision, and functionality be combined
with classic elegance? This is evident at first sight â€” thanks to its slender silhouette,
classically shaped spout, and unmistakable lever design. And it is perceptible in everyday use,
too â€” thanks to top-class materials and high-tech workmanship. Replacement parts for KWC
products are available up to 10 years after a faucet has been taken off the market. The
installation and service instructions of these faucets are provided here so that you can find the
corresponding numbers. Assembly and service instructions archive. Existing perfection and
proven technology were raised to a new level with innovative technical platforms. Matt look in
focus The sculptural form of the KWC ZOE faucet range, which has won numerous design
awards, combines minimalist and avant-garde design and fits perfectly into both lifestyle
worlds. Swiss Water Experience. Product news. Pure elegance for the bathroom Elemental joy
for architectural devotees: the refined round and square designs ensure that the award-winning
faucets integrate seamlessly into their surroundings, the puristic design vocabulary
complemented by the stainless-steel materials. A minimalist classic How can tangible values
such as longevity, precision, and functionality be combined with classic elegance? Read more.
A Swiss company, KWC is a relatively small manufacturer of high-end and high priced all-brass
and stainless steel faucets known for their dependability. A lot of its style offerings can be had
from other companies at less cost but it is more difficult to reproduce the legendary reliability of
the company's faucets. In KWC was sold to its Swiss competitor, a global player in the sanitary
ware market with over 12, worldwide employees. Franke has begun to make changes in KWC to
better fit its product line and strategic vision. The changes are still ongoing. Expect a
considerably different KWC when the process is complete. E ssentially a boutique faucet maker
with just over employees, the KWC has been remarkably astute in its marketing of
contemporary faucets. As a consequence, KWC has emerged from the cloud of obscurity that
envelopes most small faucet manufactures to become nearly as well known to the buying public
as much larger competitors such as. The company manufactures contemporary luxury faucets
for the kitchen and bath. Designed, prototyped, tested and manufactured in Unterkulm,
Switzerland. KWC faucets have long been noted for their clean, crisp designs in the North
German or Hanseatic tradition. The designs are added to yearly by the seemingly inexhaustible
creativity of industrial design partners Michael Lammel and Bertrand Illert, founders and owners
of NOA , a design studio in Aachen, Germany. KWC has earned recognition for its design
finesse in numerous international design competitions. Many KWC designs, however, are
becoming dated. Some are more than two decades old and have been widely copied. It is
increasingly possible to find more of less original KWC styles in mid-priced faucet lines such as
Delta and Moen often at much less cost and with no lessening of reliability. In fact, Delta, with
its Diamond Seal Technology super cartridges is probably making the most reliable faucets on
the market today. Founded in by Adolf Karrer in Switzerland to manufacture music boxes, KWC
did not produce its first faucet until Industry watchers believe that KWC is a goof fit for Franke,
a global player in the sanitary ware market with over 12, worldwide employees. The KWC brand
will benefit from Franke's worldwide distribution, and Franke will gain a state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility and access to some additional world-class design talent to supplement
its own well-regarded design group. Because of its wide name recognition and reputation as a
maker of upscale, very reliable faucets, Franke will undoubtedly continue KWC as an
independent brand but has already merged distribution and after-sale support. Manufacturing
will probably not be affected in the short term but expect some outsourcing. It is unlikely,
however, that all production will be moved out of Switzerland. We don't expect any reduction in
the quality of the faucets as a result of this change in ownership, and may, in fact, see
improvements in both brands of luxury faucets from technology crossovers. Consolidation in
the company's North American operation has been completed. The separate U. KWC website
has been closed, and the is now a part of the German-language site. Customer service has been
consolidated. There has also been a weeding of incompatible products. Franke, which sells only
kitchen, prep and bar faucets to complement its main product, kitchen sinks, has announced its
intention to withdraw KWC bath faucets from the North American market starting in The faucts,
at least for the time being, will still be sold in Europe. Franke will continue to provide post-sale
support including handling warranty claims for KWC bath faucets and will supply replacement
parts. But, it may not have the parts to supply. Faucets for the North American market are

generally adapted from metric to our quaint "customary units" involving inches and fractions of
inches. When Franke stops selling bath faucets in the U. Parts availability will be limited to
whatever is on hand. This, in turn, means Franke will eventually run out of the parts and its bath
faucets will be orphaned. A Franke company spokesperson told us that the company will supply
parts for "as long as they are available". If the parts are not available, the spokesperson was
non-committal other than to suggest that any parts orders would remain on file "until the part
becomes available. These are, of course, Franke sinks, but it looks like KWC will sell them
under the KWC brand, and that brand will contain only the company's best quality sinks. This is
still a program in development, so it remains to be seen how it will eventually work out. A short
video about the new program. Indications so far are that Franke intends to position KWC as a
super premium faucet, much like the relationship between KWC faucets have a reputation of
being very reliable with a long service life free of problems. But, there are some limitations. All
of this excellent Swiss craftsmanship is expensive, so the faucets are generally pricey as are
the parts to fix the faucets should they ever break while out of warranty. The narrow design
range of KWC faucets makes most of the styles unsuitable for any but very contemporary
kitchens and the very small palette of three finishes further limits the range of decors in which
the faucets will fit. So, if you are on a budget, your style is traditional or your aim is to duplicate
the look of a heritage kitchen, you may have to look elsewhere for your faucets. The KWC
English website does not appear to be finished. The former U. It now redirects to the Swiss
website Its abandonment was evidently a little premature, however, as the replacement site is
still not ready for prime time. In a brief excursion through the site, we found multiple errors. The
more detailed technical data and installation instruction sheets are contained in downloadable.
We turned ours off but the list still did not appear about half of the time. Once you open the
technical document for a faucet, however, the information is extensive including installation
instructions and an exploded parts diagram. What is missing is a dimensioned drawing to help
you decide whether a faucet will fit your sink. Installation instructions are in five languages.
KWC faucets are sold only through showrooms and some internet retailers. The "where to buy"
link on the company website works well but is difficult to find. Look for it under the "Service"
menu. The company warrants its faucets for as long as the faucet is owned by the original
buyer. A proof of purchase is required. Formerly not all finishes were covered by the lifetime
warranty but under Franke ownership, that has changed. All three KWC finishes are covered by
the limited lifetime warranty. KWC America's customer service is responsive and knowledgable,
easily passing our basic customer service tests. While the company's lifetime faucet warranty is
about average for the industry in North America, the company's response to warranty claims is
usually quick and helpful. In Canada, the brand is distributed and supported by Nortesco, Inc.
We have not tested Nortesco's customer support but we have heard nothing but good things
about this company that specializes in the importation of up-scale designer bath products. We
are continuing to research the company. If you have experience with KWC faucets, good, bad or
indifferent, we would like to hear about it, so please contact us or post a comment below.
Business Type. Brands KWC. Warranty Score. The term "lifetime" is not defined, and therefore
will most likely be interpreted as the actual lifetime of the buyer. Download the KWC Warranty.
Please note: Some of these products have a business day lead time to ship. The handsets are
measured from the threaded end where your hose screws on to the tip of the spout, so you
should be able to determine the spout you need by unscrewing it from the hose and measuring
it from end to end either 4. The measurement from the center of the faucet straight down
through the handle to the center of the outlet on the handset is considered the length of the
spout itself. If that measurement is 7 inches, then you need the 4. No, the aerators for the
pull-out handsets are made to fit only the specified handset they are listed for. They are not
interchangeable with other handsets or other spouts. Plumbing Terms. View Cart. Toggle
navigation Help View Cart Contact. We at PlumbingSupply. Whether you need a new hose,
pull-out spray, cartridge, or even o-rings, we've got it! Make us your source for these and many
other parts and products. Please note: Due to state mandated low-flow regulations, these spray
heads cannot be shipped to California. If your Domo spray was purchased after , the parts
above will not work. See below. Please note: Due to state mandated low-flow regulations, these
aerators cannot be shipped to California. All Rights Reserved. Pull-out Faucet Spray Hose Chrome. Enter a quantity and. Select finish 1. Spray Hose Chrome - for commercial Systema
faucet model. Aerator - m Please see carrier website for more information. We can help! Show
us your parts! KWC is a Swiss company that manufactures high-end kitchen and bathroom
faucets. It provides top-quality and user-friendly faucets with modern and contemporary
designs. In fact, KWC is one of the pioneer companies to manufacture an extensive series of
modern pull-out spray faucets. Its faucets are solid stainless steel, made with interchangeable
spray heads and include a guaranteed lifetime warranty. For KWC faucets that are leaky or

broken, our KWC kitchen faucet parts and components will have your system running like new
in no time. KWC spray faucet repair parts can help you fix up your spray heads, aerators, spray
hoses and more. KWC - KWC - Z. KWC - K. Site Search. Top Manufacturers. Top Categories.
Shoppe Our Merch! Toggle navigation. Call Us Today! Kitchen Products KWC kitchen faucets
enhance your everyday experience with innovative design and function. KWC's extensive series
of modern pull-out spray faucets are beyond standard featuring lockable spray, solid stainless
steel design and lifetime warranty. New KWC faucet cartridges, handle repair kits and pull out
spray heads help you fix your leaky or broken faucet. KWC KWC Z. KWC K. Shop for KWC
faucet parts and shower faucet parts for every bathroom faucet, kitchen faucet and shower
valve KWC makes! KWC faucets may be a little more expensive but if you're looking for a faucet
or shower faucet that will last 30 or more years, with routine maintenance, look no further than
KWC! New York Replacement Parts is proud to be a distributor of KWC bathroom, kitchen and
shower faucet parts for over 35 years. We have an extremely dedicated and knowledgeable staff
that will help you find all the KWC parts you need. Need some help? When in doubt just include
some photos of the KWC parts you need and send them to sales nyrpcorp. A KWC specialist
will get back to you with the parts you need to order as fast as they possibly can! Is your KWC
bathroom faucet leaking or dripping? Are the handles loose or too tight to turn? Does your
faucet look old and worn out? There's no need to replace the faucet unless it is beyond repair.
Changing the cartridges or stems, replacing the handles and escutcheons as well as changing
the aerator can generally make your faucet look and operate like new. Same goes for a KWC
kitchen faucet. Leaking, dripping or old and worn looking? Rpelacing some of the faucets parts
can make it look new and operate like it should. Kitchen faucets may have more parts though.
Your KWC kitchen faucet may have a leaking or damaged spray head or side spray that can be
replaced. Changing the aerator can make the water stream the way it should and if you have a
leak under the kitchen sink it could be from the spray hose connecting the spray head or side
spray. New kitchen faucets can be expensive so the best option is to try repairing them first!
Troubleshooting KWC shower valve issues can be a little more challenging. Just because it's
dripping doesn't necessarily mean it's the shower valve cartridge. The showers diverter may
also cause dripping and if your showerhead and tub spout are both running water at the same
time it's usually the diverter needs replacing. If your shower won't mix the water properly it can
be the cartridge or quite possibly a stuck or damaged hot or cold water check valve that's
bypassing water. We sell everything to repair your KWC shower from all the outer trim pieces to
all the inner valve pieces. Handles, faceplates, check valves, cartridges and stems, diverters
and more. We have them all! KWC help? Quick view. Price Now. Usually Ships 7 to 10 Business
Days. Usually Ships Business Days. Usually Ships Same Day. Skip to main content of 56 results
for "Kwc Faucet Parts". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer
Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. KWC, K. Get
it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 13 left in stock - order soon. Amazon's Choice for Kwc Faucet Parts.
KWC Z. KWC Only 6 left in stock - order soon. Only 7 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping.
KWC Faucets Z. Usually ships within 6 to 10 days. KWC Faucets Only 1 left in stock - order
soon. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Related searches. N
2002 impala exhaust diagram
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

